For a general reference on matrices over R see [l] or [2] . Then A £ SL(3, Z) if and only if (1) iax-b2)z = ay2 + 1.
The discussion proceeds by cases. Suppose first that a > 0. II. fl = 3 mod 4. Put x = -t, z --w. Then (1) becomes (2) {at + b2)w = ay2 + 1.
As in case I, determine t so that p = at + b is prime. Then (-a/p) = ip/a) = 1, since a = 3 mod 4, p =b mod a. It follows that y may be chosen so that (2) has a solution, and hence so that (1) has a solution.
HI. a even. Then b must be odd. Take t -Aw in (2) and choose w so that p -at + b2 = Aaw + b2 is prime. Then p = 1 mod 8. Put a = 2cn, « odd. Then This completes the proof.
When R = F, a field, the situation is naturally simpler. In fact it is easy to prove Theorem 3. Let A be a symmetric p x p matrix over F, B a p x a matrix over F. Suppose that the rank of B is p, and that p < q. Then a symmetric q x q matrix C over F may be determined so that Thus to make det M = 1, it suffices to choose
This completes the proof.
Products of symmetric matrices. We now consider the problem of expressing a matrix as the product of symmetric matrices. We first prove Theorem 4. Let R be a euclidean ring, and suppose that n > 2. Then SL(n, R) may be generated by symmetric matrices. Thus every matrix of SL(n, R)
is the product of finitely many symmetric matrices belonging to SL(n, R).
Proof. It is known (see [2] ) that SL(n, R) may be generated by the matrices Now suppose that for n -1 > 3 we have shown that Pn_ j is the product of 2(n -l)-4 = 2n-6 symmetric matrices of SL(n -1, R). Then certainly (1)+ P"_i is the product of 2n -6 symmetric matrices of SL(n, R). is the product of 2 symmetric matrices of SL(re, R). We conclude by the induction hypothesis that Pn is the product of 2« -6 + 2 = 2n -4 symmetric matrices of SL(re, R). The induction is thus complete, and we have shown that we may select a symmetric set of generators of SL(re, R). This completes the proof.
An appropriate remark at this point is the following: Let G be any matrix group which is closed under transposition, G* the subgroup of G generated by the symmetric matrices of G. Then G* is a normal subgroup of G. For if A is any element of G, then G* is generated by the symmetric matrices S oí G, and A~XG*A is generated by the matrices A'^SA, S symmetric. We have When R = Z, the restriction that n > 3 may be replaced by n > 2, by virtue of Theorem 2.
As a corollary, we have Corollary 1. Suppose that every matrix of SL(3, R) is the product of at most k symmetric matrices of SL(3, R). Then every matrix of SL(n, R) is the product of at most 3n + k -9 symmetric matrices of SL(n, R), where n > 3.
Let A e SL(3, F), where F is any field. Put A-1 = ß = (fc ) e SL(3, F). By We have A = [£ *], say, where ac -b2 = 1. Let e * sgn a (a cannot be 0).
Then the matrix eA is a 2x2 integral symmetric positive definite matrix of determinant 1. Since the class number of matrices of this type with respect to T congruence transformations by elements of T is 1, we must have eA = BB , B er. Now BT = TB~lT-1, by (4). Hence eA = BTB~lT~l, which is a commutator, and so belongs to T . This completes the proof.
On the basis of this lemma, we now prove Theorem 9. Let T* be the subgroup of V generated by all symmetric matrices of T. Then T* = {-/, T ], the subgroup of T generated by -I and the elements of T . r* z's fl normal subgroup of T, and V/T* is cyclic of order 6. A complete set of coset representatives for Y modulo T* is given by Sk, 0 < k < 5.
Proof. Suppose that A e T*. Then A is the product of finitely many symmetric elements of T, and the previous lemma implies that either A or -A belongs to r'. Hence A e j-/, V'\ and so T* C j-/, T'l. Now suppose that A £ {-/, I"1 }. Because of (5) and the fact that -/ is symmetric, !-/, T } is generated by symmetric matrices of T. Hence A must be the product of finitely many symmetric matrices of T, and so must belong to T*. Thus j-/, T j C I"1*, and it follows that r* = {-/, r'j.
Since r*/T is a subgroup of index 2 of T/T , and V/T is cyclic of order 12, r*/T is cyclic of order 6. The fact about the coset representatives follows from the fact that (-S) , 0 < k < 11, forms a complete set of coset representatives for r modulo T . This completes the proof. 
